seized his shoulder and shook him violently. He grunted; made
a drunken blow at me; and relapsed into insensibility.
Swearing, in my anger, to have him shot for this mutiny, I
rushed back to the hall. The bell rang again. This second bell
was for the horn to sound. The stage was waiting. In that ex-
tremity I saw but one way to save the piece from failure. I
snatched up the instrument; put the smaller end into my mouth;
and puffed vigorously through it. Waste of breath! not a sound
responded. I became faint with my exertions; and the polished
brass slipped through my clammy hands. The bell again urgently
broke the ruinous silence. Then I grasped the horn like a vice;
inflated my lungs; jammed the mouthpiece against my lips and set
my teeth until it nearly cut me; and spat fiercely into it. The
result was a titanic blast. My ears received a deafening shock; the
lamp glasses whirred; the hats of my visitors rained from their
pegs; and I pressed my bursting temples between my palms as
the soldier reeled out, pale as though the last trumpet had roused
him, and confronted the throng of amazed guests who appeared
on the stairs.
For the next three months I studied the art of horn-blowing
under the direction of an adept. He worried me by his lower
middle class manners and his wearisome trick of repeating that
the 'orn, as he called it, resembled the human voice more than
any other instrument; but he was competent and conscientious;
and I was persevering, in spite of some remonstrances from the
neighbors. At last I ventured to ask him whether he considered
me sufficiently advanced to play a solo in private for a friend.
"Well, Colonel," he said, "I tell you die truth, you havnt a
born lip for it: at least, not yet. Then, you see, you blow so
tremenjous. If youll believe me, sir, it dont need all the muscle
you put into it: it spoils the tone. What was you thinking of
playing for your friend?"
"Something that you must teach me. Schubert's serenade."
He stared at me, and shook his head. "It aint written for the
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